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The goal of this research is to prevent a train   accident, preventing costly injuries and fatalities in the process. 
Therefore, railway departments can benefit from this project. Because train accidents are more commonly 
happening in India this project notifies the microcontroller of the status of each train's IR transceivers.  

  

Keywords:  IOT, railway, Arduino, autonomous platform 
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1Rithik Singh Tour, 2Subodh Sanjay Narwade, 3Ajit Rajendra Sathe, 4Nilam N. Ghuge 
JSPM’s BSIOTR ,Wagholi Pune, India 

rithiksinghtour992@gmail.com, narwadesubodh45477@gmail.com, satheajit4541@gmail.com, ghuge1974@gmail.com  

 

Fire and smoke can be detected by the automatic railway safety system, which can then trigger a series of alarm-
driven events. A motor that is pictured in the project as a chain-pulling device or a breaking system activates 
when a fire is detected. As a result, the train can be stopped in this way, and the passengers and other payloads 
can then be protected. Along with breaking, the device emits a buzzer to warn passengers in the area so they can 
exercise caution in the event of a fire in the train. The Railway Authorities are also received an SMS, which will 
aid them in making timely decisions to putout the fire and evacuate the-train. Hence this project offers a very-
robust for safety in the Railways which works automatically help of microcontrollers and sensors. 

  

Keywords:  Train Safety, Fire, Smoke, Buzzer etc 
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Abstract – Automobile wash systems supports fully automated car 

washing in a short amount of time. We show a clever PLC-based 

vehicle wash system that can entirely automate the automobile cleaning 

operation. The system comprises of a four-stage vehicle wash system. It 

is made up of a tiny conveyor belt that mounts to a car. It has an infrared 

sensor that recognizes when a car in the system is parked. Upon 

detecting, the technology now initiates the belt movement via a 

motorised mechanism, and the vehicle proceeds to the first step. This 

step includes a preliminary sprayer that sprays water over the 

automobile before passing it on to the following stage. The following is 

a spinning brush device that rotates dual brushes[1]. 

The next one is a spinning brush system, which rotates two brushes to 

clean and wipe the car further. The following stage is a dual sprayer, 

which sprays water from the top and bottom of the vehicle to wash it 

simultaneously from both sides. The belt now transports the vehicles to 

the last phase, whereby DC fans are used to dry the vehicle after it has 

been washed. The technology enables an automated automobile 

washing procedure by detecting the vehicle and controlling its 

movement at each phase. The water thrown on the vehicle is collected 

under the mesh of the system and asses through a filter before being 

utilised for the next wash, saving a lot of water that would otherwise be 

lost in car washes[2]. 

Keywords – PLC, Proximity sensor, SMPS, HMI, Ladder    

                      Diagram. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

A car washing system is a simple way for preserving or keeping 

the vehicle's exterior clean. A car's front surfaces must be kept 

clean to minimize corrosion and oxidation and to reduce the 

occurrence of minor scratches. This provides efficacy in 

automatically cleaning the car with the help of a Control 

System (PLC). This is used to technique consists of two types 

washing & cleaning. Washing also consists of three types first 

clean water is spray over the motor, followed by detergent 

water, and finally, normal steam is sprayed[3]. 

After that, the cleaning phase started. During the wash cycle, 

moisture in the vehicles is eliminated with cotton brushes. 

PLCs are specialized computers that are used for process 

control and operation. They use a Memory that could be 

customized to contain two or more jobs and conduct business 

such as timing, counting, on/off control, and so on. Many 

electromagnetic relays were utilized in older systems, but they 

have now been replaced by PLCs, which quickly alert the data 

of completion and emergency. The ladder logic of a Trading 

firm automated vehicle washing machine is built from around 

washer's function employing programmed delays. The manual 

process of repairing a car involves more labour and water[4]. 

Our goal in this study for create a Fire of Automation 

extinguisher robot that can identify fire hazards autonomously, 

alert surrounding fire service authorities, and take action to 

prevent fire spread. Three criteria are used to detect a fire hazard: 

temperature, smoke, and flame. These characteristics are 

measured using three separate sensors. If the temperature or 

smoke level exceeds a certain threshold, the robot considers 

the condition to be a fire hazard. In this case, the robot 

begins running along a specified course, utilising its flame 

sensor to seek for.  

fire. When a flame sensor detects a flame, the robot begins 

throwing extinguishing elements including such water, foam, 

gas, or other extinguishing materials. 

A robot is a mechanical creation that performs human 

functions and behaves like a person. Sensors, control 

systems, manipulators, power supply, and software are the 

most important components of a robot. It is about 

constructing systems and connecting motors, cables, and other 

components. Robots are designed to minimize human effort 

in demanding or hazardous work conditions, as well as to 

function in inaccessible locations. The fire sprinkler the time 

has come for a robot to detect and extinguish a fire on its 

own. People and property can be saved at a considerably 

greater rate with very modest fire damage if such a device is 

invented. Our aim was to create a model system that could 

detect and extinguish a fire on its own[5]. 

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM AND OPERATION 

Fig.1  Block Diagram of System 

 

A. Car Entry (1
st
 Section) 

Whenever the energy infrastructure is pressed, the 

conveying motor commences to evolve, and preferably, the 

starting components opens with both the auto, and when the 

prolong is delayed, the first unit proceeds to evolve so 

under command of the plc. A conveyor motor were 

protected by a relay, and the automobiles progressed to the 

next unit. 

B. Soapy Water Sprinkler (2
nd

 Section) 

The PLC relay enters the backcourt when the initial sensor 
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alerts the PLC that such motor is in the second unit. As the 

current unit shuts down, the conveyor continues and the auto 

arrive at the next unit. 

C. Brusher (3
rd

 Section) 

When such second sensor notifies the PLC that the van is in 

the defending team, the PLC relay initiates every third unit. 

The conveyors then seal the same as in the previous article, and 

the carriage arrives at the next unit. 

 

D. Clean Water Sprinkler (4
th

 Section) 

When the computer receives the information from the third 

sensor. The vehicle is in the 4th unit, which again is managed 

by the PLC Relays. The feeder continues in the same closure as 

the previous module, and the vehicle lands at the next unit. 

 

E. Dryer (5
th

 Section) 

When the fourth sensor informs the PLC that perhaps the vehicle 

is in the fifth unit, the fifth revolution occurs with the Scada 

Relay. And the succeeding unit is matched by a corresponding 

unit. except, this sensor now locks the conveyor, and it is over 

with one timer. The conveyor may use the 5th section to flip on 

and off when the timer's period is over. 

Following component are used: 

DELTA PLC, HMI, DC Motor,12v SMPS, Proximity sensor, 

Relay, Conveyor belt 

III. HARDWARE DESIGN 

 

 
Fig.2 Hardware design of system 

 

Depicts the overall circuit design of the proposed system. 

The fundamental component of the support system is the 

Programmed Logic device to the Controller (PLC). PLC 

(MITSUBISHI) is utilized in this system to handle the function 

of the vehicle detection washing system. It has 10 input pins and 

14 dedifferentiated. 

A step backwards inverter converts a 220AC supply voltage 

to a 24V supply voltage. The rectifier links a 24V 

intermittent current to a 24V direct existing capacity and a 

12V dc power supply to the motors. IR were connected using 

sensors. The Y0 signal of the PLC Scada during To the 

segregating. attached the conveyor motor. The filter of Mac Y0 

output to the genereting to the motor is tied to the conveyor 

motor. Dc Power brush motors are coupled to the paralleled 

output Y3[6]. The digital output Y4 is then connected to the 

pump motor 2. 

 

A. PLC-based Automatic Washing System 

Operation: 

The roller carries the pickup through the numerous cleaning 

procedures. DC motors drive the conveyor belt through belts 

and brushes. A conveyor functions successfully when its 

components are in good condition and properly positioned[7]. 

When a vehicle enters the conveyor, a switch is flicked, and 

the conveyor begins to move with the assistance of a motor, 

transporting the vehicle to the next segment. When the vehicle 

enters the wash to the section, sensor 1 detects it and releases 

the sprinkler, which closes automatically after 10 seconds. 

Conveyor is going until it reaches the next stage (Final wash), 

at this moment sensor 4 recognises the car and the sprinkler 

opens for 10 seconds before shutting. The conveyor has 

moved on to the next rung (Drying). As it approaches the 

latter discussion, Sensor 5 senses the car's dry fan, which 

starts dry for 10 seconds before shutting off[8]. 

B. System Flowchart of PLC 

Depicts the system flow chart of the PLC- based automatic 

car washing system. Initially, the conveyor was upgraded. 

When sensor 1 senses a motor, the conveyor stops and water 

pump motor 1 runs for 10 seconds[9]. 

IV. FINAL MODEL 

Fig.3  Actual model  

V. LADDER DIAGRAM 

 

 

Fig.4  Ladder diagram 

 



The project focuses on the development of a firefighter 

robot that may be deployed to extinguish a fire. It may also be 

operated using a smartphone. As there is a Bluetooth module. 

 

VI. ADVANTAGES 

 

 This project helps in saving water. 

 Saving Time. 

 

 

VII. DISADVANTAGES 

 

 Primary instrument is high. 

 System installation is complex. 

 

 

VIII. APPLICATIONS 

 

 In automobile manufacturing firms and service 

stations. 

 Car replacement and station upkeep. 

 Automobile body building industry. 

 

 

IX. FUTURE SCOPE 

It could possibly be accomplished in the future utilizing sun's 

radiation, geothermal heating, and a variable-speed drive 

vacuum pump. It can also be added to include an interior wash, 

an underground chases system, a money or token system, and a 

metre that monitors the number of washed wheels. 

 

 

X. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

The project helps us save water and time while washing the 

car, and the system is simple to use, however the initial 

installation cost is significant, and the system installation is a 

bit complicated. When timer in the Programming ladder 

diagram reached the preset value, the conveyor ladder came 

to a halt at the location of therelevant nozzle. When such 

aggregate reaches the specified washing time, the conveyor 

starts and moves the car to the next nozzle area for the next 

phase. The proportion of particle can be adjusted to modify 

the washing time. 
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Abstract. Due to demand and supply the production rate of industries has 

increased. Most of manufacruring industries are manufacturing different 

size, colour, shape & different weight of product so sorting thing is 

necessary in manifacturing sectors. Manual sorting is a labor-intensive, 

slow, inconsistent and time consuming task that needs specialized workers. 

While automated solutions are dependable, quick and time-effective when it 

comes to sorting, The items could be the same metal or non metal objects or 

color or various colors.The system would be able to identify the objects and 

then classify them according to metal, non metal or color. Things may come 

in variety of slots. As a result, various objects and parameters call for 

various processing techniques. Our goal is to categories things using metal, 

non metal, color-based things and the results will then be further sorted 

utilizing integrated. 

Keywords: Time-effective, Dependable, Programmable Logic Controller, 

Conveyor Belt, Automation, Packaging, Automatic Robotic arm 

1 Introduction  

The main job that needs to be done in many sorting enterprises is object sorting. 

Industries that require visual inspection conducted by human operators prefer the 

old method of manual sorting. This conventional method is cumbersome, time-

consuming, and expensive for industries. It is now challenging to find employees 

who are qualified and eager to embark on the laborious process of inspection. 

Embedded vision is used in the proposed system to develop and implement an 

automatic method for classifying and recognising products based on metal, non-

metal, colour [1].  
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Nowadays, conveyor belt systems are frequently employed as item separators in 

industrial facilities, cement plants, power plants, and facilities that process food. In 

the vast majority of assembly mechanical applications, conveyor belts are a very 

popular and extreme solution [2]. 

The significance of process automation has grown in recent years as the expansion 

of any industry directly depends on it. Robots with sensors and actuators are 

employed in industries for accurate output and accuracy [3]. 

Earlier suggested sorting approaches were mostly based on machine vision, 

hyperspectral imaging PLCs, and/or other sensors [4]. Nevertheless, these 

proposed approaches have significant drawbacks, including low sorting efficiency, 

large time intervals between inputs, inaccuracy in identifying various items, 

machine limitations for specific tasks, separate programming for each activity 

(increases machine complexity), and manual operation. This study has three major 

aims [5]. 

First task is to count number of entering objects on conveyor belt using counter. 

Second task is to distinguish among metal and non-metal using proximity sensor. 

Third task is sorting the objects on the basis of color. 

 

2  Literature Survey 

The fundamental function of a conveyor system is to carry things from one 

destination to another. People may now move objects that   are too big or heavy for 

them to carry by hand thanks to the design [6]. The time it takes to move objects 

from one place to another is decreased via conveyor system. Their classification is 

purely based on metal and non-metal and color. Human labour is frequently 

adequate when dealing with an industry with a modest rate of production [7]. 

Robotics and industrial automation are crucial for corporate expansion. Product 

quality and adaptability are the primary factors in the industrial sector [8]. In the 

1980s, robots carried out inefficient operations like as welding, material 

transportation, painting, and machine tending. In the 1990s, it was anticipated that 

industrial robots would play a large role in applications requiring a high degree of 

precision and accuracy [9]. In order to guarantee the precision and quality of the 

goods, autonomous robots with sensors are deployed, which continuously 

accelerates industrial growth. Robots are designed for a specific task using sensory 

input to achieve this accuracy [10]. By precisely identifying the properties of tiny 

particles in a fast- moving stream in real time, it would be able to open up new 

possibilities for industrial sorting operations [11]. 
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3  Design of System 

 

                                  

Table 1. Components used with specifications 

 

 

 

As above table no.1 mentioned information in brief of components used is as fol-

lows:   

COMPONENTES SPECIFICATIONS AND RATINGS 

PLC Mitsubishi, Model no. GC35MH-16MT-DS, Power 

Input- 24volt DC, 400mA, 9.6watts 

Conveyor Belt Torque- 2.5kg/cm, Separation Motor- 45RPM 

Relay Universal Relay, Model No. BN 1433298, 24volt DC, 

10A, 4 Pins 

Servo Motor DC Geared Motor, 12v, 100RPM, Torque up to 2 kg-cm 

Inductive Proximity 

Sensor 

Connector M8, 3 Pin, stainless steel, sensing distance-

2/4mm 

Capacitive Proximity 

Sensor 

PCK Series, Plastic Housing M18, 3 Pin, stainless steel, 

sensing Distance-8mm 

Color Sensor  TCS3200 Colour Sensor (R, G, B) 

Arduino ATmega328p, 5Volt, I/O PINS- 14, Flash memory- 32kb 

Robotic Arm 3D printed robotic arm 

Push Button Start, Stop 
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3.1 Programmable Logic Controller 

Above figure shows (fig1) the specification of a PLC. A programmable logic 

controller (PLC) is a user-friendly electronic device that includes both hardware 

and software to control the functioning of equipment and system processes. The 

advantage of utilising a PLC is that it is simple to programme and reprogramme. 

Mitsubishi PLC was employed in this project. To programme the PLC, we utilised 

CODESYS. CODESYS licences are free and can be lawfully installed on 

additional workstations without copy protection. 

3.2 Conveyor Belt 

Table 1 shows the specification of conveyor belt. In this system we have used 2 

conveyor belts. First one is main conveyor belt which we have denoted by A and 

second conveyor belt is packaging belt which is denoted as B. 

3.3 Relay 

The relay used works on 24 Volt DC with 4pins. Two relay coils are used for each 

motor. Relay is divided into two parts that is input and output. This relay is 

interfaced with PLC. 

3.4 DC servomotor 

The direct current motor transfers electrical energy into mechanical energy, which 

is used to rotate the conveyor belt. The speed of the DC motor may be varied 

across a large range by changing the supply voltage or the current. We had used 

two motors of rating 12volt, 100rpm  for conveyor motor. 

3.5 Sensor 

Sensors are devices that are frequently used to detect and respond to electrical or 

optical signals. Sensor converts the physical parameter like temperature, pressure, 

humidity, speed, etc. into a signal which can be measured electrically. A proximity 

sensor is a sensor able to detect the presence of nearby objects without any 

physical contact. In our project we have used three sensors- 

3.6 Capacitive Proximity sensor: 

A capacitive proximity sensor is a type of sensing device that detects metallic and 

nonmetallic items on a conveyor belt. To produce a sensing field, a capacitive 
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proximity sensor employs dielectric principles of capacitance. A capacitive 

proximity sensor does not have to make physical touch with the item or target. In 

our project we have used sensor of Autonics CR18-8DN, 12VDC with dimensions 

of 12.7×12.7×2.8 cm. 

3.7 Inductive Sensor 

Inductive sensors use principle of electromagnetic induction to detect target or 

objects. Here we have used inductive sensor to detect the metallic objects on the 

conveyor belt. With a rating of 12VDC, 8mm with 3 core cable inductive sensor is 

used in this system. 

3.8 TSC3200 Color sensor 

A wide range of their wavelengths may be detected by the color sensor. This 

sensor may be used for a variety of color recognition tasks, including color 

matching, sorting, and more. It has a microcontroller interface. We are using 

TSC3200 sensor. TCS 3200 is responsible for detection of objects based on their 

color like RED, GREEN, BLUE. The sensing range is 10 +/- 3mm, 0.394 +/- 

0.118 in.  

3.9 Arduino 

A arduino is a miniature microprocessor on an integrated circuit that regulates the 

functioning of an embedded device. It features 14 pins of ROM storage, 4kb of 

RAM storage, and 32 bytes of RAM storage. In the microcontroller, an on-chip 

crystal oscillator with a crystal frequency of 12MHz is implemented. ATmega 

328p  ardunio is used to interface color sensor and Robotic arm. 

3.10   Robotic Arm 

3D printed robotic arm is used to pick up job or object which are classified 

according to color. Arm rotates in 30 degrees to pick up red color object, on 60 

degree it picks up green colored objects and on 90 degree blue colored objects will 

be picked up. This robotic am is interfaced with microcontroller. 

4  Operation 

Below figure shows the block diagam of a system. Block Diagram represents easy 

understanding of a system. 
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                                     Figure 1. Block diagram of system 

 

Above figure  

 

shows block diagram of a system. As shown in (fig.1) all the sensors are interfaced 

with PLC. First, we provide a 230 volt AC supply to the SMPS. There are two of 

them. First, the SMPS converts 230 volts AC to 24 volts DC. PLC is powered by a 

24 volt DC supply. The second SMPS converts 230 volts AC to 12 volts DC. This 

is the system's power wiring. PLC input is connected to push button, capacitive, 

and inductive sensors. The relays served as interfaces with the Mitsubishi PLC. 

Relay is connected to three DC servomotors. A color sensor and a robotic arm are 

linked to a microcontroller. This is the system's control wiring. 

The PLC receives power from the SMPS. When we press the push button, the 

conveyor belt A begins to rotate ahead. The counter counts the number of things 

that enter the belt. The non-metallic objects on the conveyor belt are detected by a 

capacitive proximity sensor. The inductive sensor installed on the conveyor belt 

detects metallic objects and sends a signal to the motor of the separator arm. This 

arm separates non-metallic things from the conveyor belt. 

The TCS-3200 color sensor is used for color-based sorting on the second conveyor 

belt. This color sensor has a microcontroller interface. Depending on the colour of 

the object, the colour sensor will detect R (Red), G (Green), and B (Blue) hues. 

The robotic arm may move in a 30°, 60°, or 90° angle. The robotic arm will then 

select and position the thing specifically in accordance with its colour before 

finally separating all items on the conveyor belt into separate containers.  
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5 Ladder Diagram 

Below figure shows the ladder diagram of a system. We have used ladder diagram 

as it is simple and easy to understand. 

Figure 2. Ladder Diagram of a system 

As shown in fig 2, First rung contains push button which is used to start or stop 

the conveyor belt. Pressing the push button results in rotation of conveyor belt. 

After that counter starts counting the objects. In third rung metal sensor senses 

the presence of metal and motor turns on. 

6 Final Model 

 
Figure 3. Final model of system 
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7  Flowchart 

                                          Figure 4. Block Diagram of System 

Above figure contains flow chart. It shows simple working of the system 

 

8  Result 

We used a Programmable Logic Controller to create a straightforward sorting 

system (PLC). The categories used for this categorization are metal, non-metal, 

and color. The entering objects on the conveyor belt are counted by counter.  The 

objects coming through conveyor belt will be detected on basis of metal and non-

metal sorting. Objects will be sensed by inductive and capacitive sensor fitted on 

conveyor belt. Mmetallic objects will be removed by using separator arm. Later 

objects will be sorted according to the color on the conveyor belt by color sensor. 
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9  Future Extension 

Object detection technology of the future, like the first Industrial Revolution, is 

still in the early stages of development, but it has the potential to free people from 

mundane tasks that robots can perform more effectively and efficiently. lays the 

groundwork for a variety of later computer vision tasks such as object tracking, 

image labelling, and segmentation Number-plate recognition, face recognition, text 

detection, pedestrian detection, people counting, and face and text detection are all 

applications for specific object detection. 

 

10    Conclusion 

We tried to provide a setup in our project report that would need minimal human 

labour using the low-cost automation method to reduce expenses Cycle time, 

production speed, and risk reductions have all in some ways helped human labour. 

There will be constraints since it is difficult to organise the project such that the 

resources and components are available. This arrangement can be improved further 

by incorporating a sorting system that organises the pieces based on additional 

physical criteria. One might use one of the many sensors to do this. It may be used 

to automatically and correctly sort a variety of tools and items in an industrial set-

ting. 
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